2000 oldsmobile silhouette problems

The following chart shows the 23 most common problems for Oldsmobile Silhouette. The
number one most common problem is related to the vehicle's engine and engine cooling with 29
problems. The second most common problem is related to the vehicle's electrical system 19
problems. In our research we use the PPMY index to compare the reliability of vehicles. The
PPMY index of a certain model is defined as the problems reported per thousand vehicles per
Year. The total sales of the Oldsmobile Silhouette in the United States are 41, units [1]. If the
total number of problems reported by Oldsmobile Silhouette owners in the last 20 years is , and
the age of the vehicle is 20, the PPMY index can then be calculated as. For more information,
refer to this page: A study of reliability comparison across Oldsmobile Silhouette model year
vehicles. The following chart shows the number of problems reported during each of the service
years since the debut of the Oldsmobile Silhouette in When making the decision between
buying a new or used Oldsmobile Silhouette, the following table can be used to compare the
Oldsmobile Silhouette with the Oldsmobile Silhouette from other model years. Note that the
number of problems reported for the Silhouette is while the average number of problems
reported for the 9 model years of the Oldsmobile Silhouette is Car Problems. Table 1. Common
problems of the Oldsmobile Silhouette. Table 2. Table 3. Compare the Oldsmobile Silhouette
with other model years. Engine And Engine Cooling. Electrical System. Service Brakes. Exterior
Lighting. Gasoline Fuel System. Seat Belt. Air Bag. Vehicle Speed Control. Power Train. Interior
Lighting. Unknown Or Other. Parking Brake. Air Brake. Child Seat. Switch Year: One problem
related to anti-theft controller has been reported for the Oldsmobile Silhouette. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability
analysis of the Oldsmobile Silhouette based on all problems reported for the Silhouette. First,
what happened to odi 's and ? The "security" message implies that the programmable key
system coes not recognize the key, though it is the original given to us at time of purchase in
The car suddenly decelerated in traffic without brakelights, due to the dead engine with
transmission still engaged. In , this happened three times before the dealer found a fix for the
problem, the third time resulting in a collision of two vehicles trying to avoid me when my car
suddenly decelerated. This time there was no property damage, but no security system should
ever shut down a vehicle once it is in motion. Car Problems. Anti-theft Controller problem 1.
Other Electrical System related problems of the Oldsmobile Silhouette. Electrical System
problems 6. Electrical System problems. Wiring problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Dash
Wiring problems. Starter problems. Oldsmobile Silhouette owners have reported 16 problems
related to electrical system under the electrical system category. The most recently reported
issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
Oldsmobile Silhouette based on all problems reported for the Silhouette. Tl the contact owns a
Oldsmobile Silhouette. The contact stated that while refueling the vehicle, fuel started pouring
out of the filler neck. The contact stated that refueling the vehicle took an extended amount of
time to accomplish. Additionally, there were several unknown warning lights flashing on the
instrument panel. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic to be diagnosed. The
contact was informed that the o-ring and retainer needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not
repaired. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The approximate failure mileage
was , See all problems of the Oldsmobile Silhouette. The electrical system shuts down and it
has security light come on. It shuts the engine and all power off. The van was on the highway
when this happened. A real safety hazard. I was driving in town when a car pulled out of a
parking spot right in front of me giving me two feet to stop at 25 mph. I stopped but my brakes
blew. Total failure of two brakes. The engine. According to your complaints I might have a
gasket to replace because I have a coolant light on and it doesn't need any. The repairman said I
needed a new sensor. Fuel gauge is inoperable. Coolant light wrong. Airbag lights can't make
up their mind if they work or not. The car locks me out repeatedly. The power windows won't
work. Dangerous here with all the rivers and waterways. The sliding doors don't work. None of
the power controls in the key fob work yes, I checked the battery. And it has a indoor shower
when it rains. Roof failure, fault in design. Could you please tell me if past service bulletins I just
found on your site still pertain? Please advise. Thank you. The contact owns a Oldsmobile
Silhouette. The contact stated that the key failed to turn in the ignition. The vehicle was not
diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was
, and the current mileage was , Bulb base melts then causes an open short. Bulb has been
replaced several times. Last 3 to 4 months before failure melted base and bulb replacement. It
also causes the traction control system tcs to show an intermittent fault or be inoperative. Just
pulling out of the driveway when smoke started coming out of interior vents. Turned off van got
out and flames started coming from under the hood. Total loss of vehicle and contents. No
injuries sustained. Miles high but not actual,replaced motor with 80, mile motor when we bought
the vehicle. Newer engine came from another olds Silhouette that had a dash fire. Shorted out

plug wires etc. Complaint received via e-mail. Vehicle was purchased in winter months. When I
drove it off lot right headlight blew. I phoned dealer- saleswoman told me take it to their
mechanic for repairs. He replaced it several times, each time it blew. He said it was wet weather.
I wondered, but trusted them. It lasted less than 1 month. Lights began blowing out, and failed.
Backup lights came on when brake were pressed. Messages from computer message center
said door was ajar rolling down i95 at 65 mph or that the liftgate was ajar at 65 mph - ats
malfunctioned and was turned off. The repairing dealership said everything was okay. Wires
burned through for some reason". Mechanic said everything works okay. Onboard computer
messed up. I contacted Oldsmobile website, and was told each time it was my responsibility
since van was older. Dealer has tried to correct electrical problems with no success. While
drivng, vehicle would all of a sudden loose power and then cut off, the dealer was unable to
duplicate the problem, however the dealer did state that there might be trash in the gas tank
because trash was noted on the fuel filter, vehicle has experienced this failure on seven
occasions, possible electrical problems. Within several days of each repair, the compressor just
stops working. According to the dealer, the problem is a short in the electrical system which
they are unable to locate and repair properly. After three to five hours of waiting each time, all
they have done is to replace the blown fuse which promptly blows again within a few days.
Driver's seat belt broke. Also had an electrical short which turned air bag light on. Dealer was
contacted, and stated that vehicle was out of warranty and they couldn't do anything about it. In
which time I have had to bring it back for transmission problems, electrical problems, leaking
fuel injectors, brakes, non working cruise control which led to the dealer replacing the
compressor. Front end leaked anti freeze which led to another major job. I am not a happy
motorist here. The steering column squeeked. They greased it. Turned out there was a problem
with the rackinpinion. I know something about cars and I know that for the amount I pay for this
vehicle, I shouldn't be having these major problems. Bandade fixes don't cut it with me. Car
Problems. Electrical System problem of the Oldsmobile Silhouette 1. Electrical System problem
of the Oldsmobile Silhouette 2. Electrical System problem of the Oldsmobile Silhouette 3.
Electrical System problem of the Oldsmobile Silhouette 4. Electrical System problem of the
Oldsmobile Silhouette 5. Electrical System problem of the Oldsmobile Silhouette 6. Electrical
System problem of the Oldsmobile Silhouette 7. Electrical System problem of the Oldsmobile
Silhouette 8. Electrical System problem of the Oldsmobile Silhouette 9. Electrical System
problem of the Oldsmobile Silhouette Wiring problems. Dash Wiring problems. Horn Assembly
problems. Battery Dead problems. Instrument Panel problems. Underhood Wiring problems.
Ignition Module problems. Ignition Switch problems. I bought a Oldsmobile silhouette from a
trusted person. Drove it home about an hour or so, ran great, no problems, started it next day,
died first time but started next time. Two days later, tried to start it but it just clicked and tried to
fire, called friend for a boost! Boosted 20 minutes, but still wouldn't start. Inside lights worked,
clock worked too. Kept trying to boost, with their car reeved up, the van misfired, but would not
start,. Just bought a battery today, haven't put it in yet, it is very cold right now, would a battery
cause it to back fire from all the cranking? LadyMario12 answered 4 years ago. My Oldsmobile
silhouette just shut off driving down the street all the lights still cum on and stuff but it isn't
turning over at all its not making a clicking sound at all someone told me it might be my starter I
bought one and it still want start can someone plz tell me what's going on and what to do. Two
days later, tr I replaced fuel filter and fuel pump. It has a spark - but it is not bright white it is
more of a yellow, short spark. Will not start when I prime the carburetor. Is there a relay or
something It I was driving down the road then all a sudden all the lights on the dashboard
flashed and it stalled out and isn't starting again. It sounds like she wants to start but won't for
some reason I cannot get the TV screen to turn on in my Oldsmobile Silhouette. I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Oldsmobile Silhouette question. Sell Your
Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Oldsmobile Silhouette
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars For Sale. Bought our used in with over , miles on it. Has made several long, out of state
trips and is our primary in town ride. I've replaced battery, starter, idle control valve, belt and
tensioner, tailgate lift cylinders, and rear air shocks. All reasonable repairs for a vehicle this
age. Love the space and seats. Excellent fuel economy. Nice driver. Solid overall construction.
Has been a reliable and very good van for hauling kids to ball games, moving music equipment,
and everything else! We could drive it up onto the wrecker, but the cost to repair the broken
front end was just not economical. We bought a different brand of minivan to replace the

Silhouette and I appreciate the Silhouette even more now. I especially miss the trip computer
with the electronic compass, MPG, etc. Our replacement Honda Odyssey doesn't have that and
it has taken me several months to get used to not seeing that information on the overhead
console. We bought our Silhouette with 67k on it and now have over k miles. I heard these vans
were trouble when I bought it. All I can say is it has been the most reliable vehicle I have ever
owned. I like everything about it except cupholders between the front seats which get stepped
on then break. To date I have not had to to any repairs at all but have kept up on the
preventative schedule. I tow a lb boat medium distances and this van tows great but lacks 4
wheel drive. The driver heated seat quit working though at k. I really need a 4x4 but I hate to see
it go. Love my Olds Silhouette and would buy another one if they were still making them. I tell
everyone how absolutely wonderful this vehicle is. Economical on gas, comfortable for traveling
and my grandkids love riding in it. Easy to get into and out of which is an especially nice feature
for older folks and those with certain back problems. No tugging to pull yourself up and out of
the seat to exit the vehicle. Plus ease of motion to get into the vehicle. What a shame this
awesome vehicle has been dis- continued. I have about ,00 miles with nominal repairs. What a
blessing financially that is in this day and age with repair bills soaring out of site. Fantastic
mode of transportation. I bought this van with 12 miles on it and have put over , on it. The power
door had to be repaired three times, power windows twice, power door locks three times. Its gas
mileage is outstanding, averaging 25 mpg. This van provides great comfort. Overall I am very
pleased with it. Things fell off and we didn't know where they came from read, VERY plastic
interior. Radio has been replaced 3 times, right door speaker twice, driver side seat heater
twice, and rear window washer has failed so many times I gave up on it. Last van was Previa,
better overall quality, but Olds is much more car-like and cheaper to repair. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. More about the Silhouette. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Pros fuel
efficiency comfort ride quality driving experience spaciousness cup holders transmission
acceleration infotainment system dashboard. Items per page:. Write a review See all Silhouettes
for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Silhouette. Sign Up. It looks like you're new here. If you
want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On
Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What
Edmunds Says Pros. March I like to know if I can change the tran fluid, and not the filter, by just
removing the hose, that goes to the add on tran cooler, to drain fluid and just add new fluid. The
van has miles on it and never had a tran problem. May My mother owns a silhouette 3. Needless
to say, It picked up a rod bearing knock. I loved being able to do the work while the engines still
in the van It fired right up so I let it warm up about 10 min at idle. If I fan the throttle I can bring it
up to rpm , stumbling the whole way Some insight would be greatly apreciated. Thank You
Sinserly. I see others have this problem but no real solutions , I love the van it is great but can
someone please help? I have a silhouette that we had just purchased. I have been told 4
different things from 4 different shops. You would think that at least two would have agreed on
the same thing. Has anyone had this problem that could help me out. June I've had van for
about 2 months and drove close to 2K so far. Van has K. Shifting was flawless until 2 weeks
ago. Got diagnosis and it is the torque converter hanging up causing a chuggle and at times a
stall. Engine problems have been ruled out. Now it has turned into that hard shifting everyone
talks about. With that last symptom is sounds like the Pressure Control Solenoid but I don't
have any transmission noises. Any thoughts? I have a Silhouette Premier van purchased new
with , and had the Pressure Control Solenoid replaced and eveything has been fine. It pressure
control solenoid has been know to fail multiple times and unfortunatley you have to drop the
engine to get at it. You have to have a good ear to detect the noise. I never had the chuggle. So
that brings in a new twist. The hard shifting is the transmisions way of preventing any major
damage. I hate to say it but I'd bring it into a GM shop because you can't trust these
transmission repair places at all. I I agree with taking to dealer. In fact this van has been
serviced solely by an olds dealer since new. I don't trust those tranny shops. They want to sell
you a rebuilt when sometimes you don't need it. I believe it is the PCS. I'll just save up and have
it done in a few months. Well it is undrivable at this time. You can go real slow but it won't go
into 2nd without stalling out. It will sit until I have the funds to get it fix. Lucky me was informed
last week that no salary increases and bonuses. July I finally took the van to local Chevy dealer.
I went in thinking tranny rebuild or at least the PCS. I figure they have seen a lot of these vans
and would be better equiped to find any problems. Mechanic found problem in a matter of
minutes. It was the crank sensor wiring harness melting on the rear exhaust manifold. That
explains why it acted up when hot, when turning a corner and hitting bumps in the road. August
I want to replace the rear shocks on my 02 silhouette awd with self leveling. Is this a big job?
How do I proceed? September I have a silhouette with k miles. As for my trans shifting hard.

Funny how that tensioner can cause so many issues. I just replace ours at ,, the first went bad
at 55, miles. We were stalling at low speed and losing power. The AC compressor went bad a
few weeks ago, so that was part of the issue. The tensioner is such a cheap fix, it really helped. I
read your post was the bad belt tensioner due to many miles or poor quality? What did it cost to
replace this part? I just purchased an olds silhouette k. I bought it as is, I am hoping not to run
into these issues, just yet anyway. I would at least like to have and idea of what I might face.
Sorry to hear that this happened while you were on a trip. But it was good to hear that it fixed
the trans issue. And how did it get rid of the up and down revs and why did you put it in gas
tank? At , miles, any car is going to need maintenance. I see this is an old post, so I'll read thru
the form for answers. But I am having the same problem when pulling hills. I'd like to hear from
you if you have a solution. October I have what sounds like a gear whine on acceleration,
quieter when fully warmed up, and quits when coasting, or above fifty mph. Anyone encounter
this before?. Yes I have it in my van too. My problem is that I have too many other problems to
worry about that directly relate to driveability and can't get to something that is only making an
annoying whine. My hunch was that it is not in the gear box but that it's something on the
serpentine belt system. My new water pump whines so loudly that I can't hear the original
whine. Water pump whine goes away after it's warm though. Snoop around the serpentine belt
system and see if maybe your answer lies there. By cold I mean the vehicle-not the weather, I
live in CA where it never really gets cold. I have read the posts about hard shifting when the Silo
gets hot; but what about when it is cold? There was one post similiar to my problem but I have
not seen any replies. So, typically in the morning and intermittantly, my van will start fine and
go into gear fine. Then I''ll be comming to a stop and it does not downshift. I have to hit the
accelerator once or twice to get it to clunck into gear and off we go It is driving me crazy! I took
it to a shop that replaced my transmission sending relay something or other and the front
transmisiion mount which was apparently broken. The problem went away for about 3
weeks-now it is back. Help please? If you're in Orange County I'll give you the name of a tech
that can actually repair the problem. He is factory trained and is considered to be one of the
best on the west coast. Ours did that years ago, but he fixed it, it wasn't all that expensive and
the problem never recurred. Normally it idles at to rpm, sometimes after engine warm up, in
nutral, the idle stay at rpm and sometime even higer at rpm. Most time shut off and restart the
engine the idle goes back to normal. The gas mileages suffer a bit during this period. Also
cleaned the ISC seating on the throtle body very good, with carburator cleaner. Reassembled
the ISC and the car running like it should now. Note, I didn't have to take out the throtle body.
The ISC attachs to the throtle body with only two Hex screws, locates on the top rear of the
throtle body, when you facing the vehicle from the front to rear. The whole job wan't too bad, as
usual, taking off the ruber hoses between the air filter box and the throtle body for our van may
need a litle twist and turn, to get to the ISC two hex screws isn't too bad if you the right hex key.
Before cleaning the ISC, I did try to clean the throtle body and it seem to help a little, than the
problem returned in a few days. Hope this will helps. Was having some hard shifting and no
overdrive booooo so i change the fluid and filter the shifting has since mellowed but still no
over drive going on a trip from niagara falls To charlotte N. I m pretty handy when it comes to
repairs but this i Just cant seem to diagnose! Anyone out there know the ins and outs of the
pressure control seleniod and or the tensoiner mentioned within the forum here?????? I just
bought the Olds silhouette last week and this problem arose while driving over the weekend.
What is it so I can have it fixed? I am in Idaho Falls ID. Thank you Troy. What was wrong with
your van? I am having the same issue. Troy So, typically in the morning and intermittantly, my
van will start fine and go into gear fine. December I have a Oldsmobile Silhouette Premier. The
trasnmission has started to shift hard and is also throwing a torque converter code as well as a
"maximum line shift" code when a diagnostic is run. From what I have gathered on here it may
be the pressure control solenoid. Is this the most likely culprit or will I have to address the
torque converter also? Also the van will at times not go into overdrive. Is this something that is
a DIY project or will I need to take it to a shop? Aaamco tried to say I needed to have it rebuilt
but im not convinced of that just yet. Any information would be greatly appreciated. Thanks in
Advance. I have a 98 Oldsmobile Silhouette, V6. Recently, the transmission was rebuilt.
Afterwards, I noticed that while I was trying to get up to speed, there was a hesitation that was
not so bad at first, but now has gotten to the point where the whole van feels like it's bouncing.
The lights inside come on like the engine is trying to turn off. If I take it out of gear or let off the
gas, it smooths out and runs fine. Also, the fuel pump, fuel filter and plugs and wires were just
replaced. No check engine light. Someone help. I can't figure this out and I've gotten three
different guesses from three different mechanics. I want to see what the options are for
swapping the existing motor for a Supercharged version. I want to buy it Rebuild if needed and
beef up the HP at the same time. From what i have read, all 3 series of motors have the same

block And the upper portion and internal workings are the only Changes made to the 3 different
types. My First Question is My second Question is Just asking due to clearance differences. It
looks like i have plenty, if not more clearance then in a car. My plan is to achieve 3 main things.
Sign In or Register to comment. Gas mileage is fine about 21 mpg avg. Idle is fine, and cruising
is fine highway and city. The problem developed first at mph when the over-drive gear kicked in,
and now it is pretty much every gear and speed during acceleration. History - , miles 60, since
this "salvage" engine - rebuilt transmission 12K mis, 10 months ago - Just got the head gasket
replace leaking but not over heating. Engine hesitating could be caused by the following: Dirty
fuel injectors cleaning the injectors often fixes this. Bad MAP manifold absolute pressure
sensor Bad TPS throttle position sensor Bad or dirty MAF mass airflow sensor Low fuel
pressure leaky fuel pressure regulator or weak fuel pump Vacuum leaks intake manifold,
vacuum hoses, throttle body, EGR valve Bad gasoline fuel contaminated with water or too much
alcohol Sometimes, what feels like a hesitation is actually ignition misfire rather than lean
misfire. I had the Goodyear shop diagnose it I've had good service in the passed. They had
previously replaced the head gasket no issue with that , but right after that, this rough engine
problem developed. I am not convinced this could be the problem. In the passed I have had a
similar issue, but the Mass Fuel Sensor was the problem - now that you mensioned it I
remember. Your thoughts? Florida Dolphin fish Mahi Mahi I caught it - "friend" photoshopped it
for a work presentation Folks; My engine has developed a rough choking spitting performance
during acceleration. Do you. Do you have a check e
bobcat 863 parts diagram
mercedes glk 350 owners manual
chevy avalanche parts 2002
ngine light? Was this answer. Yes - the check engine light comes on and blinks, then goes off
eventually. Thanks and be well. Steve Was this answer. My van is doing the exact same thing
just started Aug. What did you do to fix your problem? If you don't mind me asking. Thanks for
your help. My van is doing the exact same thing! I have taken it to several places and have had
the catalitic converter replaced, the intake manifold, plugs, wires, pvc, no one can figure out the
problem because it doesn't always do it. I drive 30 miles to work one way and I need a
dependable vehicle. Have you found out what the problem is yet? Yes, we changed all my spark
plugs it all stopped and now it runs nice and smooth. Please login or register to post a reply.
The power your car's engine is producing is important. When you step on the gas you need
your car to accelerate, mainly to keep you out of trouble when getting onto the Wondering If The
Injectors Are Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

